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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a fire emergency control operation system for an elevator which is used to
evacuate persons remaining in a building when a fire breaks out in the building, and a fire emergency control operation
system therefor.

Technical Background

[0002] Conventionally, there has been proposed an elevator control operation system in which an operation of the
elevator is controlled in such a manner that an elevator car can be stopped only on a fire alarm operating floor and a
predetermined evacuation floor for a time period between when the operation of the fire alarm is detected and when a
predetermined operation control condition is satisfied. In the conventional elevator control operation system, after the
predetermined operation condition is satisfied, the elevator car is returned to the evacuation floor and stopped thereon
(refer to JP 58-52171 A).
[0003] US 2004/0163325 A1 discloses a method and a system for emergency evacuation of building occupants for
being used in a multi-story building having a plurality of floors and with at least one elevator positionable at selected
landings of the floors. A first device is provided for measuring the number of persons in the building and a second device
is provided for detecting an emergency condition in the building, for example fire. At least one control unit is provided
for determining or for estimating a number of building occupants in the building. The control unit defines at least one
evacuation zone on the basis of the detected emergency condition. Based on this information, the control unit defines
at least one designated floor in the building during the emergency condition. Then the system evacuates the building
occupants with the elevator car and/or a stairway from the evacuation zone to the designated floor.

Disclosure of the Invention

Problem to be solved by the Invention

[0004] However, in the conventional elevator control operation system, remaining persons on floors other than the fire
alarm operating floor cannot be conveyed to the evacuation floors. As a result, these remaining persons cannot be
conveyed to the evacuation floors with high efficiency.
[0005] The present invention has been made to solve the above-mentioned problem, and therefore has an object to
provide a fire emergency control operation system for an elevator capable of rescuing persons remaining in a building
with higher efficiency when a fire breaks out in the building, and a fire emergency control operation method for an elevator.

Means for solving the Problems

[0006] A fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to the present invention is a system
comprising a fire sensor installed in a building having a plurality of floors, for detecting a fire, evacuation time calculating
means for acquiring a positional relationship between the elevator and the fire sensor which performs the fire detecting
operation, based upon information from the fire sensor to calculate an evacuation operation time based upon the obtained
positional relationship; fire occurrence floor specifying means for specifying a fire occurrence floor based upon the
information from the fire sensor; remaining person count input means for inputting a number of remaining persons in
correspondence with each of the floors; schedule deciding means for deciding an evacuation operation schedule for the
respective floors when the remaining persons are conveyed to an evacuation floor based upon the information from the
evacuation time calculating means, the fire occurrence floor specifying means, and the remaining person count input
means; display means for displaying thereon a content of the evacuation operation schedule; and elevator control means
for controlling the operation of the elevator based upon the information of the evacuation operation schedule.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0007]

[Fig. 1] A structural diagram schematically showing a building to which a fire emergency control operation system
of an elevator according to a first embodiment of the present invention is applied.
[Fig. 2] A longitudinal sectional view showing a major portion of the building of Fig. 1.
[Fig. 3] A sectional view of the building taken along the line III-III of Fig. 2.
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[Fig. 4] A schematic block diagram representing the fire emergency control operation system of the elevator according
to the first embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 5] An explanatory diagram explaining an example as to contents of an evacuation operation schedule displayed
on a display unit shown in Fig. 4.
[Fig. 6] An explanatory diagram explaining another example as to the contents of the evacuation operation schedule
displayed on the display unit shown in Fig. 4.
[Fig. 7] A flow chart explaining operations of the fire emergency control operation system of the elevator shown in
Fig. 4.
[Fig. 8] A flow chart explaining a process operation executed in a rescue order deciding means of Fig. 4.
[Fig. 9] A flow chart explaining a process operation performed in a processing unit of Fig. 4.
[Fig. 10] A flow chart explaining a display operation of a display unit as to a fire-evacuation operation schedule which
is decided by the processing unit of Fig. 4.
[Fig. 11] A flow chart explaining a process operation of the processing unit shown in Fig. 4 when a judgement is
made as to whether or not an evacuation operation is permitted during elevator control operation.
[Fig. 12] A flow chart explaining a process operation of the processing unit shown in Fig. 4 in the case where a
judgement is made as to whether or not an operation is continued during evacuation operation.
[Fig. 13] A flow chart explaining the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 shown in Fig. 4 in a train type operation
mode.
[Fig. 14] A flow chart explaining the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 shown in Fig. 4 in a taxi type operation mode.
[Fig. 15] A flow chart explaining the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 shown in Fig. 4 when an abnormal
condition happens to occur.
[Fig. 16] A block diagram schematically showing a fine emergency operating system of an elevator according to a
second embodiment of the present invention.

Best Mode for carrying out the Invention

[0008] Referring now to drawings, preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described.

First Embodiment

[0009] Fig. 1 is a structural diagram schematically showing a building to which a fire emergency control operation
system of an elevator according to a first embodiment of the present invention is applied. In the drawing, an elevator 2
of a lower bank, an elevator 3 of a middle bank, and an elevator 4 of a higher bank are installed in a building 1 including
a plurality of floors. The building 1 is a high-rise building of 30 floors, which includes a basement (not shown). The
elevator 2 of the lower bank includes an elevator car 5 which can be stopped at each of a first floor to 10th floor. The
elevator 3 of the middle bank includes an elevator car 6 which can be stopped at each of the first floor and from the 10th
floor to 20th floor. The elevator 4 of the higher bank includes an elevator car 7 which can be stopped at each of the first
floor and the 20th floor to 30th floor. Further, both the 10th floor and the 20th floor are used as connection floors.
[0010] Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view showing a major portion of the building of Fig. 1. Also, Fig. 3 is a sectional
view of the building taken along the line III-III of Fig. 2. Further, Fig. 4 is a schematic block diagram representing the fire
emergency control operation system of the elevator. For the sake of an easy understanding, both the elevator 2 of the
lower bank and the elevator 3 of middle bank are omitted, which are indicated in Fig. 1. Hereinafter, both a structure
and operations of the elevator 4 will be described. Structures and operations of the elevators 2 and 3 are similar to those
of the elevator 4, so explanations thereof are omitted. In the drawings, a hoistway 8, a machine room (Fig. 2 and Fig.
4) arranged at an upper portion of the hoistway 8, and a pair of emergency staircases 10 (Fig. 3) are provided. The pair
of emergency staircases 10 are arranged in such a manner that these emergency staircases 10 sandwich the hoistways
8 within a horizontal plane, and are used in order that persons move among the respective floors.
[0011] A plurality of rooms 12 which are partitioned by partition walls 11, and an elevator hall 15 located adjacent to
the elevator 4 are provided in each of the floors (second floor to 30th floor). The elevator hall 15 is located adjacent to
one of the rooms 12, and is partitioned from these rooms 12 by a partition wall 14. Fire doors 16 capable of preventing
fire spreads or the like when a fire breaks out are provided on the partition walls 11 and 14. For the first floor, a fire
resistant measure has been made and designed as an evacuation floor which is used for evacuation when the fire breaks
out. It should be noted that the connection floors may be used as the evacuation floor.
[0012] The elevator 4 of the higher bank includes a first elevator machine 17a to a fourth elevator machine 17d (a
plurality of elevator machines 17a to 17d) which are arranged side by side along a horizontal direction (Fig. 3 and Fig.
4). Each of the elevator machines 17a to 17d includes a hoisting machine 18 installed in the machine room 9, a car 7,
and a balancing weight 19. The car 7 and the balancing weight 19 are moved within the hoistway 8 by receiving drive
force of the hoisting machine 18. A main rope 21 for suspending the car 7 and the balancing weight 19 is wound on a
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drive sheave 20 of each of the hoisting machines 18. Both the car 7 and the balancing weight 19 are move within the
hoistway 8 by rotations of the drive sheave 20.
[0013] Each of the elevator machines 17a to 17d is provided with a plurality of elevator hall entrances 22 which
communicate the elevator halls 15 of the respective floors with the inside of the hoistway 8, and doors 23 of the elevator
halls, which open/close the respective elevator hall entrances 22. Also, each of the cars 7 is provided with a car entrance
24 and a door 25 of the car which opens/closes the car entrance 24. Also, a door driving unit (not shown) which drives
the door 25 of the car is mounted on each of the cars 7.
[0014] When the car 7 lands at the respective floors, the door 25 of the car is moved along with the door 23 of the
elevator halls by the driving force of the door driving unit, so that the elevator hall entrance 22 and the car entrance 24
are opened/closed. It should be noted that an elevator entrance which communicates the elevator hall 15 with the inside
of the car 7 includes the elevator hall entrance 22 and the car entrance 24. Also, an elevator door which opens/closes
the elevator entrance includes the door 23 of the elevator hall and the door 25 of the car 7.
[0015] A door switch 28 is provided on an upper portion of each of the cars 7. The door switch 28 detects that the
door closing operation of the elevator entrance is finished. Also, a scaling apparatus 29 is provided on a lower portion
of each of the cars 7, and the scaling apparatus 29 detects weight within the car 7. Further, both a car operation board
30 and an in-car notifying apparatus 31 are provided inside each of the cars 7 (Fig. 2).
[0016] Each of the car operation boards 30 is provided with a plurality of destination floor buttons 32, a door open
button (operation button) 33, and a door close button (operation button) 34, for opening and closing the elevator entrance.
Also, each of the car operation boards 30 is provided with an evacuation operation in-car switch 35, which is operable
by opening a lid thereof. The in-car notifying apparatus 31 includes an in-car display apparatus (display means) 36 for
displaying information inside the car 7, and an in-car speaker 37 for notifying information inside the car 7 by way of voice
(Fig. 2). It should also be noted that a plurality of car position switches 38 are provided in the hoistway 8, for detecting
that each of the cars 7 has landed on each of the elevator halls 15.
[0017] An elevator controller (elevator control means) 39 for controlling operations of the elevator 4 is provided in the
machine room 9. The elevator controller 39 controls operations of the respective elevator machines 17a to 17d in a
collective manner. To the elevator controller 39, the hoisting machine 18, the door driving unit, the door switch 28, the
scaling apparatus 29, the car operation board 30, the in-car notifying apparatus 31, and the car position switch 38 of
each of the elevator machines 17a to 17d are electrically connected, respectively.
[0018] A fire sensor 40 within the elevator for sensing a fire is installed in a summit portion of the hoistway 8 and in
the machine room 9, respectively. Also, an in-building fire sensor 41 for sensing a fire is installed in each of the elevator
halls 15 and each of the rooms 12, respectively.
[0019] An elevator hall speaker 42 is provided in each of the elevator halls 15 as an elevator hall notification apparatus.
The elevator hall speaker 42 notifies information by way of voice to the respective elevator halls 15.
[0020] A disaster prevention center (central managing room) 45 is placed at the basement of the building 1 (Fig. 2
and Fig. 4) in order that the disaster prevention center 45 monitors and controls facility appliances related to disaster
prevention in a concentrated manner. The disaster prevention center 45 is equipped with a disaster prevention managing
board 46 for monitoring whether or not a fire has broken out in the building 1; an elevator managing board 47 for monitoring
operations of the elevators 2 to 4 based upon information from the disaster prevention managing board 96; and a
broadcasting equipment 48 electrically connected to the disaster prevention managing board 46. As the elevator man-
aging board 97, for instance, a personal computer and the like is employed. In descriptions given below, since explanations
as to operation management of the elevator managing board 47 is similar to that of any of the elevators 2 to 4, only the
operation management with respect to the elevator 4 will be described.
[0021] The broadcasting equipment 48 may provide to the respective elevator halls 15 information obtained by the
disaster prevention center 45. The information obtained in the disaster prevention center 45 is notified via the respective
elevator hall speakers 42 to the respective elevator halls 15.
[0022] In the disaster prevention managing board 4 6, positional information of the respective fire sensors 40 within
the elevator within the building 1 and the respective in-building fire sensors 41 have been previously stored as fire sensor
positional information. Also, information as to whether or not fire detecting operations are performed for the respective
fire sensors 40 within the elevator and the in-building fire sensors 41 is designed to be entered through the disaster
prevention managing board 46 as fire sensor operating information, in a serial communication manner. Further, the
disaster prevention managing board 46 is equipped with a fire occurrence floor specifying means 49 and an evacuation
time calculating means 50.
[0023] The fire occurrence floor specifying means 49 judges whether or not a fire has occurred based upon both the
fire sensor positional information and the fire sensor operating information, and also specifies a floor where the fire has
occurred. In other words, the fire occurrence floor specifying means 49 judges that a fire has occurred within the building
1 when at least one of the fire sensors 40 and 41 detects a fire, whereas the fire occurrence floor specifying means 49
judges that the fire has not broken out within the building 1 when the fire detecting operation of any one of the fire sensors
40 and 41 is not entered to the disaster prevention managing board 46. Further, the fire occurrence floor specifying
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means 49 specifies the floor, at which the fire sensors 40 and 41 that have detected the fire are provided, as the fire
occurrence floor.
[0024] The evacuation time calculating means 50 acquires a positional relationship between the fire sensor which has
performed a fire detecting operation and the elevator 4 based upon the fire sensor positional information and the fire
sensor operating information, and then, calculates an evacuation operation time based upon this obtained positional
relationship. In other words, the evacuation time calculating means 50 calculates a distance from a position of the in-
building fire sensor 41 which has performed the fire detecting operation up to the position of the elevator 4, and then,
calculates an evacuation operation time based upon this calculated distance. Alternatively, the evacuation time calculating
means 50 may calculate a time difference of fire detecting operation among the respective in-building fire sensors 41,
namely, propagation times (flame strengths) of flames, and then, may calculate an evacuation operation time based
upon the obtained propagation times. In this case, the above-mentioned evacuation operation time corresponds to a
time during which the elevator 4 can be operated in order to convey a person remaining within the building 1 to an
evacuation floor when a fire breaks out. It should be understood that when the fire detecting operation of the fire sensor
40 within the elevator is inputted to the disaster prevention managing board 46, since the fire has occurred in the elevator
4, it is so designed that the evacuation time calculating means 50 calculates an evacuation operation time as zero.
[0025] From the fire prevention managing board 46, the information as to the fire occurrence floor, the information as
to the evacuation operation time, the fire sensor positional information, and the fire sensor operating information are
entered to the elevator managing board 47 in the serial communication manner. Also, information as to a specification
of the elevator 4 and information as to a rescue order algorithm have been previously stored in the elevator managing
board 47. The rescue order algorithm is used to give priorities with respect to the respective floors where remaining
persons are present. As the specification of the elevator 4, for example, a total number of elevator machines (in this
example, 4 sets of first elevator machine 17a to fourth elevator machine 17d) ; a rated speed (in this example, 300
m/min) ; a capacity of each of the cars 7 (in this example, 24 persons) ; stoppable floors of the car 7 (in this case, first
floor and 20th floor to 30th floor) have been employed.
[0026] The elevator managing board 47 is provided with a control switch 51 for selecting whether or not a control
operation of the elevator 4 is applied, and an evacuation operation control switch 52 for selecting whether or not an
evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is applied. In this case, the above-mentioned control operation of the elevator 4
corresponds to an operation of the elevator 4 performed by managing/controlling the control operation of the elevator
controller 39 by the elevator managing board 47. Also, the above-mentioned evacuation operation of the elevator 4
corresponds to a control operation of the elevator 4 performed in order that a person remaining in the building 1 is
conveyed to an evacuation floor. Further, the evacuation operations of the elevator 4 can be selectively switched between
a train type operation mode and a taxi type operation mode. In the train type operation mode, the cars 7 in all of the
elevator machines 17a to 17d are raised/lowered all together. In the taxi type operation mode, only the car 7 in any one
of the elevator machines 17a to 17d is raised/lowered.
[0027] The elevator managing board 47 includes an input unit (remaining person input means) 53, a processing unit
(schedule scheduling means) 54, and a display unit (display means) 55. The input unit 53 inputs a total number of
persons remaining in the building 1 as remaining person information in correspondence with the respective floors. The
processing unit 54 schedules an evacuation operation schedule with respect to the respective floors based upon the
information from the disaster prevention managing board 46, the elevator controller 47, and the input unit 53, the evac-
uation operation schedule being used when the remaining persons are conveyed to the evacuation floor by the evacuation
operation of the elevator 4. The display unit 55 displays a content of the evacuation operation schedule. As the input
unit 53, for example, an operation input apparatus such as a keyboard is employed. Also, as the display unit 55, for
example, a liquid crystal display and the like are employed.
[0028] Also, a bi-directional communication can be performed by the serial communication method between the elevator
managing board 47 and the elevator controller 39. From the elevator controller 39, weight information from each of the
scaling apparatus 29, information as to a landing number of each of the cars 7 at the evacuation floor during the evacuation
operation, and the evacuation operation information obtained by manipulating the evacuation operation in-car switch 35
are inputted to the elevator managing board 47. Also, from the elevator managing board 47, evacuation operation
application information obtained by the control switch 51 and the evacuation operation control switch 52, mode selection
information for selecting one of the train type operation mode and the taxi type operation mode, and the information as
to the evacuation operation schedule are inputted to the elevator controller 39.
[0029] The processing unit 54 includes an operation mode selecting means 56, a rescue count calculating means 57,
a rescue order deciding means 58, a waiting time calculating means 59, and a judging means 60.
[0030] The operation mode selecting means 56 selects one of the train type operation mode and the taxi type operation
mode based upon the remaining person information. In other words, the operation mode selecting means 56 selects
the taxi type operation mode when a total number of the remaining persons in each of the floors is smaller than the
number obtained by multiplying 1.1 with the capacity of the car 7 (normally, the car 7 can accept passengers whose
number does not exceed 110% of capacity), whereas the operation mode selecting means 56 selects the train type
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operation mode when a total number of the remaining persons in each of the floors is equal to or larger than the number
obtained by multiplying 1.1 with the capacity of the car 7.
[0031] The rescue count calculating means 57 calculates a total rescue count (namely, total number of landings by
the car 7 on each floor) which is required for rescuing a remaining person based upon the remaining person information
and the operation mode selecting means 56. In other words, in the case where the train type operation mode is selected
by the operation mode selecting means 56, the rescue count calculating means 57 calculates a total rescue count in
each of the floors in such a manner that a total number of persons remaining on each of the respective floors is divided
by a number obtained by multiplying a total number of the capacities of all of the cars 7 by 1.1. Also, in the case where
the taxi type operation mode is selected by the operation mode selecting means 56, the rescue count calculating means
57 sets a total rescue count in each of the floors as 1.
[0032] The rescue order deciding means 58 determines priorities of the respective floors by a method defined by the
rescue order algorithm, based upon information of a fire occurrence floor. In other words, the rescue order deciding
means 58 determines the priorities of the respective floors based upon the positional relationship between the fire
occurrence floor and the respective floors. Also, when the fire sensor 40 within the elevator detects a fire, the rescue
order deciding means 58 stops determination of the rescue order.
[0033] The waiting time calculating means 59 calculates a waiting time at each of the floors based upon information
from the rescue time calculating means 57 and the rescue order deciding means 58. In other words, the waiting time
calculating means 59 adds time required for a rescue to each of the floors in an ascending order from a floor having a
highest priority, thereby calculating the waiting time at each of the floors.
[0034] The judging means 60 judges both a rescue target floor from which a remaining person is rescued, and a rescue
prohibited floor in which a rescue of a remaining person is prohibited with respect to the respective floors, based upon
the information of the evacuation operation time, the information from the rescue order deciding means 58, and the
information from the waiting time calculating means 59. In other words, the judging means 60 judges that a floor whose
waiting time is equal to or shorter than the evacuation operation time corresponds to the rescue target floor, whereas
the judging means 60 judges that a floor whose waiting time is longer than the evacuation operation time corresponds
to the rescue prohibited floor. It should be understood that the rescue prohibited floor is set as a staircase evacuation
target floor where an evacuation is carried out by using the emergency staircases 10.
[0035] The processing unit 54 may update remaining person information by inputting again the remaining person
information by using the input unit 5. Also, the processing unit 54 may calculate a total number of remaining persons
conveyed to an evacuation floor based upon weight information obtained from the scaling apparatus 29 and information
as to a car landing number, and may update the remaining person information based upon the calculated total number
of the remaining persons. Also, the processing unit 54 may update a rescue count based upon information as to a total
landing number to an evacuation floor. Further, the processing unit 54 may update a waiting time based upon information
as to a total landing number to an evacuation floor.
[0036] That is, the processing unit 54 may update a content of an evacuation operation schedule based upon both
the remaining person information entered from the input unit 53 and the information from the elevator controller 39. Also,
both the display unit 55 and the in-car display apparatus 36 display a content of a latest evacuation operation schedule
updated by the processing unit 59.
[0037] Here, Fig. 5 is an explanatory diagram for explaining one example of contents of an evacuation operation
schedule which is displayed on the display unit 55 shown in Fig. 4. Also, Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram for explaining
another example of contents of an evacuation operation schedule which is displayed on the display unit 55 shown in
Fig. 4. It should be understood that Fig. 5 shows an example of the contents of the evacuation operation schedule in
the case where a fire occurrence floor is specified on a 25th floor, and an evacuation operation time is calculated as 22
minutes. Also, Fig. 6 shows an example of the contents of the evacuation operation schedule in the case where a fire
occurrence floor is specified on a 29th floor, and an evacuation operation time is calculated as 22 minutes.
[0038] As shown in the drawings, the display unit 55 displays thereon a rescue order, a total number of remaining
persons, a rescue count, a waiting time, and completion/incompletion of a rescue based upon information from the
processing unit 54 with respect to each of rescue target floors. Also, the display unit 55 displays thereon a fire occurrence
floor, an evacuation floor, an operation mode, and an evacuation operation time, and also displays each of the rescue
prohibited floors as a staircase evacuation target floor. That is, the evacuation operation schedule includes various sorts
of information, namely, the rescue order, the total number of remaining persons, the rescue count, the waiting time, and
the completion/incompletion of the rescue, the fire occurrence floor, the evacuation floor, the operation mode, the evac-
uation operation time, and the staircase evacuation target floor, with respect to each of the rescue target floors.
[0039] It should also be noted that when a fire breaks out in each of the floors in the higher bank, as of evacuation
operations in both the lower bank elevator 2 and the middle bank elevator 3, the evacuation operation is sequentially
carried out from the uppermost floor of each bank to the lower floor thereof within the range of the evacuation operation
time.
[0040] When the evacuation operation is being carried out, the elevator controller 39 controls operations of the elevator
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4 based upon the information of the evacuation operation schedule which is decided by the processing unit 54. Also,
the elevator controller 39 displays the contents of the evacuation operation schedule on each of the in-car display
apparatuses 36, and notifies those in the car the contents of the evacuation operation schedule by way of the in-car
speaker 37.
[0041] The elevator controller 39 specifies any one of the respective elevator machines 17a to 17d as an instructed
elevator machine by manipulating the evacuation operation in-car switch 35. Also, in the case of the train type operation
mode, the elevator controller 39 controls the operations of all the elevator machines 17a to 17d based upon a manipulation
of the door close button 34 of the car 7 in the instructed elevator machine. In the case of the taxi type operation mode,
the elevator controller 39 controls only the operation of the instructed elevator machine based upon manipulations of
both the door open button 33 and the door close button 34 within the car 7 in the instructed elevator machine.
[0042] Also, the elevator controller 39 controls operations of an elevator in such a manner that both a door opening
operation and a door closing operation of an elevator entrance are carried out only when a landing operation of the car
7 on a rescue target floor is completed, and further, only when both the door open button 33 and the door close button
34 provided in the car 7 of the instructed elevator machine are manipulated. Further, the elevator controller 39 controls
the operations of the elevators in the train type operation mode in the following manner: when the car 7 is kept landed
on the rescue target floor, the elevator controller 39 executes the door opening operation of the elevator entrance of the
instructed elevator machine based upon the manipulation of the door open button 33 of the instructed elevator machine;
and after the door closing operation thereof has been finished, the elevator controller 39 performs door closing operations
of the elevator entrances of elevator machines other than the instructed elevator machine. Further, the elevator controller
39 controls the operations of the elevators in the taxi type operation mode in the following manner: when the car 7 is
kept landed on the rescue target floor, the elevator controller 39 executes the door closing operations of the elevator
entrances of elevator machines other than the instructed elevator machine based upon the manipulation of the door
close button 34 of the instructed elevator machine; and after the door closing operation thereof has been finished, the
elevator controller 39 performs door closing operation of the elevator entrance of the instructed elevator machine.
[0043] It should also be noted that when a service interruption occurs while an evacuation operation is carried out,
the elevator controller 39 may control the operations of the elevators, since electric power is supplied by a battery (battery
apparatus). Also, in the case where the service interruption occurs and where the fire sensor 40 within the elevator
detects a fire during the evacuation operation, the elevator controller 39 controls the operations of the elevator 4 in such
a manner that the car 7 lands on a nearest floor (i.e. , nearest floor where car 7 can be landed) located lower than the
fire occurrence floor.
[0044] Next, a description is made of operations as to the fire emergency control operation system of the elevator.
Fig. 7 is a flow chart explaining operations as to the fire emergency control operation system of the elevator shown in
Fig. 4. As indicated in the drawing, when any one of the fire sensors 40 and 41 executes a fire detecting operation (step
S1), both a fire occurrence floor and an evacuation operation time are specified by the disaster prevention managing
board 46 (step S2).
[0045] Also, when the control switch 51 is manipulated (step S3), an operation of the elevator 4 is set to the normal
control operation by the elevator managing board 47. As a result, the respective cars 7 are raised/lowered to the evacuation
floors, and are then stopped on the evacuation floors (step S4).
[0046] After that, when a total number of remaining persons is inputted to the input unit 53 (step S5), the processing
unit 54 judges whether or not a scheduling operation of an evacuation operation schedule is possible based upon the
respective information as to the fire occurrence floor, the evacuation operation time, and the total number of the remaining
persons (step S6). In the case where the scheduling operation of the evacuation operation schedule is possible, the
evacuation operation schedule is decided by the processing unit 54, and the content of the evacuation operation schedule
is displayed on the display unit 55 (step S7). After that, when the evacuation operation control switch 52 is manipulated
(step S8), the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is allowed, so the elevator 4 is operated in the evacuation operation
mode by the elevator controller 39 based upon the information of the evacuation operation schedule (step S9).
[0047] In the case where the scheduling operation of the evacuation operation schedule is not possible, the evacuation
operation schedule is not decided by the processing unit 54, and a standby state of the respective cars 7 at the evacuation
floors are continued (step S10).
[0048] Next, a description is made of a method of deciding a rescue order in an evacuation operation. Fig. 8 is a flow
chart explaining a process operation executed by the rescue order deciding means 58 of Fig. 4. As shown in the drawing,
first, the rescue order deciding means 58 judges whether or not the fire sensor 40 within the elevator is performing a
fire detecting operation (step S11). In the case where the fire sensor 40 within the elevator is performing the fire detecting
operation, the rescue order deciding means 58 does not decide a rescue order for each of the floors (step S12).
[0049] In the case where the fire sensor 40 within the elevator is not performing the fire detecting operation, the rescue
order deciding means 58 judges whether or not landing operations of the respective cars 7 on the evacuation floors
have been completed by the control operation based upon the information from the elevator controller 39 (step S13). In
the case where the landing operations of the cars 7 on the evacuation floors have not yet been completed, the rescue
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order deciding means 58 repeatedly judges whether or not the landing operations of the cars 7 on the evacuation floors
have been completed.
[0050] In the case where the landing operations of the cars 7 on the evacuation floors have been completed, the
rescue order deciding means 58 excludes the fire occurrence floor from a rescuable floor as a rescue order decision
excluding floor (step S14). After that, the rescue order deciding means 58 judges whether or not a floor is present above
the fire occurrence floor based upon the specification of the elevator (step S15). In the case where there are floors above
the fire occurrence floor, the rescue order deciding means 58 decides a rescue order of the respective rescuable floors
in such a manner that a floor which is located immediately above the fire occurrence floor and adjoins to the fire occurrence
floor (i.e. , floor immediately above the fire occurrence floor) is a first rescuable floor having the highest priority, and that
the higher the floor is above the first rescuable floor, the lower the priority becomes (step S16).
[0051] In the case where there is no floor above the fire occurrence floor, the rescue order deciding means 58 decides
a rescue order of the respective rescuable floors in such a manner that a floor which is located right below the fire
occurrence floor and adjoins to the fire occurrence floor (i.e., immediately lower floor of the fire occurrence floor) is a
first rescuable floor having the highest priority, and that the lower the floor is below the first rescuable floor, the lower
the priority becomes (step S17).
[0052] Next, a description is made of a method of deciding an evacuation operation schedule. Fig. 9 is a flow chart
explaining a process operation performed by the processing unit 54 of Fig. 4. As shown in the drawing, the processing
unit 54 first judges whether or not the remaining person information is entered from the input unit 53, the remaining
person information corresponding to information as to a total number of remaining persons in each of the floors (step
S21). When the remaining person information is not entered into the input unit 53, the processing unit 54 repeatedly
judges whether or not the remaining person information is inputted until the remaining person information is inputted.
[0053] In the case where the input of the remaining person information to the input unit 53 is completed, the processing
unit 54 judges whether or not an evacuation operation time is zero based upon the information from the disaster prevention
managing board 46 (step S22). In the case where the evacuation operation time is zero, the processing unit 54 does
not decide the evacuation operation schedule (step S23).
[0054] In a case where the evacuation operation time is not zero, the processing unit 54 judges whether or not the
rescue order deciding means 58 has decided the rescue order (step S24). When the rescue order is not decided, the
processing unit 54 does not decide the evacuation operation schedule (step S23).
[0055] In the case where the rescue order is decided, the operation mode selecting means 56 judges whether or not
a total number of remaining persons in each of the rescuable floors is smaller than the number obtained by multiplying
the capacity of the car 7 by 1.1 (step S25) . The operation mode selecting means 56 selects the taxi type operation
mode when a total number of the remaining persons in all of the rescuable floors is smaller than the number obtained
by multiplying the capacity of the car 7 by 1.1 (step S26), whereas the operation mode selecting means 56 selects the
train type operation mode when a total number of the remaining persons in at least any one of the rescuable floors is
equal to or larger than the number obtained by multiplying the capacity of the car 7 by 1.1 (step S27).
[0056] In the case of the taxi type operation mode, a total rescue count with respect to each of the rescuable floors is
set to be 1 by the rescue time calculating means 57 (step S28). After that, a waiting time with respect to each of the
rescuable floors is calculated by the waiting time calculating means 59 (step S29). A waiting time "T1" of a first rescuable
floor is given by the below-mentioned formula (1): 

[0057] In this formula (1), symbol "Toc" indicates a door closing operation time on the evacuation floor; symbol "Tlgr"
indicates a moving time of a car from the evacuation floor to the first rescuable floor; and symbol "Tto" indicates a door
opening operation time on the rescuable floor.
[0058] Also, a waiting time "Tn" (symbol "n" is an integer equal to or larger than 2) of an n-th rescue target floor is
given by the below-mentioned formula (2): 

[0059] In this formula (2), symbol "Tn-1" indicates a waiting time of an (n-1) -th rescuable floor; symbol "Ttt" indicates
a door opening waiting time on the rescuable floor; symbol "Ttc" indicates a door closing operation time on the rescuable
floor; symbol "Tnbr" indicates a moving time of a car from an n-th rescuable floor to the evacuation floor; symbol "Too"
indicates a door opening waiting time on the evacuation floor; symbol "Tot" indicates a door opening waiting time on the
evacuation floor; symbol "Tngr" indicates a moving time of a car from the evacuation floor to the n-th rescuable floor.
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[0060] In the case of the train type operation mode, a total rescue count with respect to each of the rescuable floors
is calculated by the rescue time calculating means 57 based upon a total number of remaining persons on each of the
rescuable floors (step S30). A total rescue time "Nn" for an n-th rescuable floor (symbol "n" is equal to or larger than 1)
is given by the below-mentioned formula (3) : 

[0061] In this formula (3), symbol "Rn" indicates a total number of remaining persons on the n-th rescuable floor, and
symbol "P" indicates a value obtained by multiplying a total amount of capacities of the respective cars 7 by 1.1. Also,
when a division remainder is produced, numerals equal to or smaller than a decimal point are rounded off to obtain "Nn".
[0062] After that, the waiting time calculating means 59 calculates a waiting time on each of the rescuable floors (step
S31). In a case where a total rescue count for the first rescuable floor is equal to 1, a waiting time "T1" on the first
rescuable floor is given by the above-mentioned formula (1). Also, in the case where all of rescue counts with respect
to the first rescuable floor to the n-th rescuable floor (symbol "n" is an integer equal to or larger than 2) are equal to 1,
a waiting time "Tn" on the n-th rescuable floor is given by the above-mentioned formula (2).
[0063] Also, in a case where a total rescue count for the first rescuable floor is equal to "N1" (symbol "N1" is an integer
equal to or larger than 2), a waiting time "T1" on the first rescuable floor is given by the below-mentioned formula (4). 

[0064] Further, in a case where a total rescue count for the n-th rescuable floor (symbol "n" is an integer equal to or
larger than 2) is equal to "Nn" (symbol "Nn" is an integer equal to or larger than 2), a waiting time "Tn" on the n-th rescuable
floor is given by the below-mentioned formula (5). 

[0065] After that, the judging means 60 judges which of the rescue target floor and the staircase evacuation target
floor is to be assigned to each of the rescuable floor, by comparing the waiting time "Tn" with the evacuation operation
time "Tp", which are calculated by the waiting time calculating means 59 (step S32) . In other words, when a waiting
time is equal to or shorter than the evacuation operation time "Tp", each of the rescuable floors is selected to be the
rescue target floor, whereas when a waiting time is longer than the evacuation operation time "Tp", each of the rescuable
floors is selected to be the staircase evacuation target floor. For instance, in a case where a waiting time "T3" on a third
rescuable floor is 16 minutes; a waiting time "T4" on a fourth rescuable floor is 22 minutes; and an evacuation operation
time "Tp" is 20 minutes, the judging means 60 judges that the first to third rescuable floors are selected to be the rescue
target floors, and such a floor whose priority is equal to or lower than that of the fourth rescuable floor is selected to be
the staircase evacuation target floor. Also, when all of the rescuable floors are selected to be the staircase evacuation
target floors, the decision of the evacuation operation schedule is stopped.
[0066] It should also be noted that the processing unit 54 judges whether or not a rescue with respect to each of the
rescue target floors is completed based upon the information from the elevator controller 39 in connection with a time
elapse of the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 (step S33). That is to say, when a total rescue count for the rescue
target floor which is calculated by the rescue count calculating means 57 is equal to a total number of times that the
cars 7 are landed from the rescue target floors to the evacuation floors, the processing unit 54 judges that the rescue
is completed, whereas when a total rescue count for the rescue target floor which is calculated by the rescue count
calculating means 57 is not equal to a total number of the times that the cars 7 are landed from the rescue target floors
to the evacuation floors, the processing unit 54 judges that the rescue is not completed. Also, the processing unit 54
continuously updates a total number of remaining persons, a total rescue count, and a waiting time based upon the
information from the elevator controller 39 in connection with a time elapse of the evacuation operation of the elevator 4.
[0067] Next, a description is made of a method for displaying the evacuation operation schedule. Fig. 10 is a flow
chart explaining a display operation by the display unit 55 as to the evacuation operation schedule decided by the
processing unit 54 of Fig. 4. As indicated in the drawing, the processing unit 54 first judges whether or not a decision of
the evacuation operation schedule is completed (step S35) . When the decision of the evacuation schedule is not yet
completed, the processing unit 54 displays such a message that the evacuation operation cannot be carried out on the
display unit 55 (step S36).
[0068] When the decision of the evacuation schedule is completed, the processing unit 54 displays on the display unit
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55, a fire occurrence floor, an evacuation floor, an operation mode, and an evacuation operation time, respectively (step
S37). After that, the processing unit 54 displays on the display unit 55, a rescue order, a rescue target floor, a total
number of remaining persons, a total rescue count, a waiting time, completion/incompletion of a rescue, and a staircase
evacuation target floor, respectively (step S38).
[0069] It should be noted that a display on the in-car display apparatus 36 of the evacuation operation schedule is
carried out by a similar manner operation.
[0070] Next, an explanation is made of a judging method for judging whether or not an evacuation operation of the
elevator 4 is permitted. Fig. 11 is a flow chart explaining a process operation of the processing unit 54 shown in Fig. 4
when the processing unit 54 judges whether or not an evacuation operation during control operation is permitted. As
shown in the drawing, the processing unit 54 first judges whether or not the evacuation operation schedule is displayed
on the display unit 55 (step S41). When the evacuation operation schedule is not displayed on the display unit 55, the
processing unit 54 judges that the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is not permitted (step S42).
[0071] When the display is performed on the display unit 55, the processing unit 54 judges whether the evacuation
operation control switch 52 is manipulated (step S43). When the evacuation operation control switch 52 is not manipulated,
the processing unit 54 judges that the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is not permitted (step S42).
[0072] When the evacuation operation control switch 52 is manipulated, the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is
permitted (step S44), and the information of the evacuation operation schedule is transferred from the elevator managing
board 47 to the elevator controller 39.
[0073] Next, a description is made of a judging method for judging whether or not a continuation of an evacuation
operation of the elevator 4 is permitted. Fig. 12 is a flow chart explaining a process operation executed by the processing
unit 54 of Fig. 4 when the processing unit 54 judges whether or not the operation continuation during the evacuation
operation is permitted. As indicated in the drawing, the processing unit 54 first judges whether or not the fire sensor 40
within the elevator detects a fire based upon the information from the disaster prevention managing board 46 (step S45).
In a case where the fire detecting operation is carried out, the permission of the evacuation operation of the elevator 4
is stopped. As a result, the continuation of the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is prohibited (step S46).
[0074] In a case where the fire detecting operation is not carried out, the processing unit 54 judges whether or not an
evacuation operation time has elapsed (step S47). In a case where the evacuation operation time has elapsed, the
processing unit 54 stops permission of the evacuation operation of the elevator 4, and prohibits continuation the evac-
uation operation (step S46) . In a case where the operation time is within the evacuation operation time, the processing
unit 54 maintains to permit the evacuation operation of the elevator 4, and continues the evacuation operation (step S48).
[0075] Next, a description is made of evacuation operations of the elevator 4 in the train type operation mode. Fig. 13
is a flow chart explaining the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 in the train type operation mode. As indicated in the
drawing, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not the evacuation operation by the elevator managing board 47
is permitted (step S51). In a case where the permission of the evacuation operation is stopped, the normal control
operation of the elevator 4 is performed. As a result, all of the cars 7 are forcibly moved to the evacuation floor, and the
stopping operations of the respective cars 7 at the evacuation floors are continued.
[0076] In a case where the evacuation operation is permitted, in all of the elevator machines 17a to 17d, the door
opening operations are carried out for the elevator entrances of the cars 7 which are already waiting on the evacuation
floors by way of the normal control operation, and the respective cars 7 wait on the evacuation floors while maintaining
the door open status of the respective elevator entrances (step S52).
[0077] After that, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not an evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is manip-
ulated in any one of the elevator machines 17a to 17d (step S53) . In the case where the evacuation operation in-car
switch 35 is not manipulated, the elevator controller 39 repeatedly judges whether or not the evacuation operation in-
car switch 35 is manipulated.
[0078] In a case where the evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is manipulated in any one of the elevator machines
17a to 17d, the elevator machine in which the evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is manipulated is defined as an
instructed elevator machine by the elevator controller 39. As a result, the respective cars 7 can be moved by the evacuation
operation (step S54).
[0079] In the evacuation operation of the elevator 4, opening/closing force of the elevator doors in all of the elevator
machines 17a to 17d are set to be stronger than the normal opening/closing force, and operations of door sensors are
invalidated. Also, operations of the door open buttons of the elevator machines except for the instructed elevator machine
are invalidated (step S55).
[0080] After that, the elevator controller 39 automatically performs a car call registration based upon information of
the evacuation operation schedule (step S56).
[0081] After that, when the manipulation of the door closing button 34 in the instructed machine is continuously per-
formed (the button is pressed and held), the door closing operations of the elevator entrances in all of the elevator
machines 17a to 17d are carried out (step S57). After that, when the door closing operations are completed, the respective
cars 7 are moved to the automatically registered rescue target floors all together (step S58).
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[0082] After the respective cars 7 have been landed on the rescue target floors, in a case where a manipulation of the
door open button 33 of the instructed elevator machine is continuously carried out (the button is pressed and held), only
a door opening operation of the elevator entrance of the instructed elevator machine is carried out. After this door opening
operation is accomplished, door opening operations of other elevator machines than the instructed elevator machine
are carried out (step S59) . After that, the respective cars 7 wait on the rescue target floors while maintaining the door
open status of the elevator entrances.
[0083] After that, when the manipulation of the door closing button 34 of the instructed machine is continuously per-
formed (the button is pressed and held), the door closing operations of the other elevator machines are first carried out.
After the door closing operations are completed, a door closing operation of the instructed elevator machine is carried
out (step S60). After that, when the door closing operations of the elevator machines 17a to 17d are completed, the
respective cars 7 are moved to the evacuation floors all together (step S61) . After the respective cars 7 have been
landed on the evacuation floors, door opening operations of all of the elevator entrances are carried out, and the respective
cars 7 wait on the evacuation floors while maintaining the door open status of the elevator entrances (step S62).
[0084] After that, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not the car call registration is required based upon the
information of the evacuation operation schedule (step S63). In a case where at least one car call registering operation
has not yet been ended among the car call registering operations based upon the information of the evacuation operation
schedule, a car call registering operation which has not yet ended and owns the highest priority is automatically performed
(step S56). After that, the evacuation operation is carried out again. When all of the car call registering operations are
accomplished, the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is accomplished (step S64).
[0085] Next, a description is made of evacuation operations of the elevator 4 in the taxi type operation mode. Fig. 14
is a flow chart explaining the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 in the taxi type operation mode. As indicated in the
drawing, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not the decision of the evacuation operation schedule by the
elevator managing board 47 is completed, and the manipulation of the evacuation operation permission by the evacuation
operation control switch 52 is completed (step S71). In a case where at least any one operation as to the decision of
the evacuation operation schedule and the manipulation of the evacuation operation permission is not yet completed,
the normal control operation of the elevator 4 is performed. As a result, all of the cars 7 are forcibly moved to the
evacuation floors, and the stopping operations of the respective cars 7 at the evacuation floors are continued.
[0086] In a case where any operations as to the decision of the evacuation operation schedule and the manipulation
of the evacuation operation permission are completed, only in a limited elevator machine (specific elevator machine)
which has been previously set, the door opening operation is performed for the elevator entrance of the car 7 which is
already waiting on the evacuation floor due to the normal control operation, and only the car 7 of this elevator machine
waits on the evacuation floor while maintaining the door open status (step S72). In this example, the first elevator machine
17a is defined as the specific elevator machine.
[0087] After that, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not the evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is manip-
ulated in the first elevator machine 17a (step S73). In a case where the evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is not
manipulated, the elevator controller 39 repeatedly judges whether or not the evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is
manipulated.
[0088] In a case where the evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is manipulated, the first elevator machine 17a is
defined as the instructed elevator machine, and in the first elevator machine 17a, the cars 7 can be moved by the
evacuation operation (step 874).
[0089] In the evacuation operation of the elevator 4, opening/closing force of the elevator door in the first elevator
machine 17a is set to be stronger than the normal opening/closing force, and an operation of door sensor is invalidated
(step S75).
[0090] After that, the elevator controller 39 automatically performs the car call registering operation based upon infor-
mation of the evacuation operation schedule (step S76).
[0091] After that, when the manipulation of the door closing button 34 in the first elevator machine 17a is continuously
performed (the button is pressed and held, the door closing operation of the elevator entrance is carried out (step S77).
After that, when the door closing operation is completed, only the car 7 of the first elevator machine 17a is moved to the
automatically registered rescue target floor (step S78).
[0092] After the cars 7 have been landed on the rescue target floors, in a case where a manipulation of the door open
button 33 of the first elevator machine 17a serving as the instructed elevator machine is continuously carried out (the
button is pressed and held), a door opening operation of the elevator entrance of the first elevator machine 17a is carried
out, and the car 7 waits on the rescue target floors while maintaining the door open status of the elevator entrance (step
S79).
[0093] After that, in the first elevator machine 17a, the door close button 34 is manipulated and this manipulation is
continued (the button is pressed and held), the door closing operation of the elevator entrance is carried out (step S80).
Subsequently, when the door closing operation is completed, the car 7 is moved to the evacuation floor (step S81). After
that, when the car 7 is landed on the evacuation floor, the door opening operation of the elevator entrance is carried
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out, and the car 7 waits on the evacuation floor while maintaining the door open status of the elevator entrance (step S82).
[0094] After that, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not a car call registration is required based upon the
information of the evacuation operation schedule (step S83). In a case where at least one car call registration has not
yet been ended among the car call registering operations based upon the information of the evacuation operation
schedule, the elevator controller 39 automatically performs a car call registering operation which has not yet ended and
owns the highest priority (step S76). After that, the evacuation operation is carried out again. When all of the car call
registering operations are completed, the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is ended (step S84).
[0095] Next, a description is made of a procedure in a case where a fire breaks out in the building 1. A fire prevention
supervisor (not shown) of the disaster prevention center 45 continuously monitors as to whether or not the fire detecting
operation is performed by each of the fire sensors 40 and 41 by using the disaster prevention managing board 46. For
instance, in a case where a fire happens to occur on the 25th floor of the building 1, and the fire prevention supervisor
finds out the fire detecting operation of the in-building fire sensor 41, the fire prevention supervisor broadcasts a message
indicating the operation of the elevator 4 is switched to the control operation by using the broadcasting facility 48 to the
respective elevator halls 15, and thereafter, manipulates the control switch 51. As a consequence, the normal control
operation is carried out by the elevator managing board 47 for the elevators 2 to 4, and the respective cars 5 to 7 are
forcibly moved to the evacuation floors.
[0096] Also, in the disaster prevention managing board 46, an evacuation operation time is calculated based upon
the information from the respective fire sensors 40 and 41. As a result, the evacuation time is displayed on the display
unit 55. When the evacuation operation time is zero, the evacuation operation schedule is not decided, and the fire
prevention supervisor broadcasts an evacuation instruction by using the emergency staircase 10 by the broadcasting
facility 48 to the respective elevator halls 15.
[0097] When the evacuation operation time is present, the fire prevention supervisor communicates with fire prevention
floor supervisors 65 (Fig. 4) arranged on the respective floors by using portable telephones or the like to acquire information
as to a total number of remaining persons on each of the floors. After that, the fire prevention supervisor inputs the total
number of the remaining persons in the respective floors in the elevator managing board 47. As a result, the evacuation
operation schedule is displayed on the display unit 55 and the in-car display apparatus 36.
[0098] After that, the fire prevention supervisor broadcasts an evacuation operation announcement (evacuation guide
sign) by the broadcasting facility 48 to the respective elevator halls 15. The evacuation operation announcement includes,
for example, the following announcements: information as to whether or not a car is landed on each of the floors by the
evacuation operation; waiting times on the respective rescue target floors; operating conditions of the evacuation oper-
ation; progress conditions of the fire; and an evacuation instruction on the staircase evacuation target floor by the
emergency step 10. To be specific, the fire prevention supervisor confirms the evacuation operation schedule, and
thereafter, broadcasts an announcement that the elevator 4 can be used for evacuation purposes, a predicted waiting
time, and an attention during the evacuation operation, to the elevator hall 15 of the floor listed as the rescue target floor
by using the broadcasting facility 48. Also, the fire prevention supervisor broadcasts announcements that the elevator
4 cannot be used for evacuation purposes, and the evacuation operation is performed by using the emergency step 10,
to the elevator hall 15 of the floor listed as the staircase evacuation target floor by using the broadcasting facility 48.
Also, the fire prevention supervisor broadcasts progress conditions of the fire based upon the fire detecting operation
of the fire sensor to the respective elevator halls 15.
[0099] After that, the fire prevention supervisor manipulates the evacuation operation control switch 25. As a result,
the elevators 2 to 4 are operated in the evacuation operation mode which is displayed on the display unit 55 and the in-
car display apparatus 36. The evacuation operation is carried out by a driver 66 serving as a driving operator, or a guide
67 serving as a driving operator when there is a time to spare.
[0100] When the evacuation operation mode is set to the train type operation mode by the processing unit 54, the
driving operator gets on any one of the cars 7 which wait on the evacuation floors, and manipulates the evacuation
operation in-car switch 35 of the car 7 on which the driving operator gets. Due to the manipulation of the evacuation
operation in-car switch 35, an elevator machine as to the car 7 on which the driving operator gets is defined as the
instructed elevator machine. After that, the driver 66 within the car 7 presses and holds the door close button 34. As a
result, the door closing operation of the elevator entrance is carried out, and a car call registration to the rescue target
floor is automatically performed.
[0101] After the door closing operation is completed, all of the cars 7 are moved to the rescue target floors and the
respective cars 7 are landed on the rescue target floors. After that, if the driver 66 presses and holds the door open
button 33, a door opening operation of the elevator entrance in the instructed elevator machine is carried out. After this
door opening operation is completed, door opening operations of elevator machines other than the instructed elevator
machine are carried out.
[0102] Subsequently, either the driver 66 or the guide 67 guides the remaining persons on the rescue target floors
into the respective cars 7. After the completion of the guiding operation of the remaining persons to the cars 7 is confirmed,
the driver 66 within the car 7 presses and holds the door close button 34. As a result, the door closing operations of the
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elevator machines other than the instructed elevator machine are carried out, and after the door closing operations are
completed, a door closing operation of the instructed elevator machine is carried out. When the door closing operations
for all of the elevator machines are completed, all of the cars 7 are moved to the evacuation floors.
[0103] When the respective cars 7 are landed on the evacuation floors, the door opening operations of all of the
elevator machines are automatically carried out, so that the remaining persons within the respective cars 7 are guided
to the elevator hall of the evacuation floor.
[0104] After that, the driving operator repeatedly performs the evacuation operation until the evacuation operation
time has elapsed in accordance with the above-mentioned procedure, and guides the remaining persons on the respective
rescue target floor to the evacuation floor.
[0105] When the evacuation operation mode is set to the taxi type operation mode by the processing unit 54, a door
opening operation of only an elevator entrance in a previously set elevator machine (specifiedelevatormachine) iscar-
riedout. After that, the driving operator gets on the car 7, and manipulates the evacuation operation in-car switch 35. As
a result, the specified elevator machine on which the driving operator gets is defined as the instructed elevator machine.
After that, the driver 66 within the car 7 presses and holds the door close button 34. As a result, the door closing operation
of the elevator entrance is carried out, and a car call registration to the rescue target floor is automatically performed.
[0106] After the door closing operation is accomplished, only the car 7 of the specified elevator machine is moved to
the rescue target floor. After the car 7 is landed on the rescue target floor, if the driver 66 presses and holds the door
open button 33, a door opening operation of the elevator entrance at which the car 7 is landed is carried out. After that,
the guide 67 guides the remaining persons on the rescue target floor into the car 7. After the driver 66 confirms that the
guiding operation of the remaining persons to the car 7 is completed, the driver 66 within the car 7 presses and holds
the door close button 34. As a result, the door closing operation of the elevator entrance is carried out, and after the
door closing operation is completed, the car 7 on which the remaining persons get is moved to the evacuation floor.
[0107] When the car 7 is landed on the evacuation floor, the door opening operation of the elevator entrance is
automatically carried out, so that the remaining persons within the car 7 are guided to the elevator hall of the evacuation
floor.
[0108] After that, the driving operator repeatedly performs the evacuation operation until the evacuation operation
time elapses in accordance with the above-mentioned procedure, and guides the remaining persons on the respective
rescue target floor to the evacuation floor.
[0109] Next, a description is made of an evacuation operation method in a case where an abnormal event occurs
during evacuation operation of the elevator 4. Fig. 15 is a flow chart explaining evacuation operations of the elevator 4
of Fig. 4 in response to an occurrence of an abnormal event. As indicated in the drawing, the elevator controller 39 first
judges whether or not a supply of electric power to the elevator 4 is stopped due to an occurrence of a service interruption
(step S91). In a case where the service interruption occurs, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not the car 7 is
being moved (step S92).
[0110] In a case where the car 7 is being moved when the service interruption occurs, the car 7 is moved at a low
speed by being supplied by a battery, and then, is landed on the nearest floor located lower than a rescue order decision
excluded floor (step S93). In a case where the car 7 is landed on either the rescue target floor or the evacuation floor
when the service interruption occurs, the car 7 is kept landed thereon without being moved (step S94). After that, a door
opening operation of the elevator entrance is carried out, and the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is forcibly
released under door open status (step S95).
[0111] In a case where a service interruption does not occur, and the supply of the electric power to the elevator 4 is
maintained, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not the fire sensor 40 within the elevator has performed a fire
detecting operation based upon the information from the elevator managing board 47 (step S96). In a case where the
fire sensor 40 has performed the fine detecting operation, the elevator controller 39 judges whether or not the car 7 is
being moved (step S97).
[0112] In a case where the car 7 is being moved while the fire sensor 40 within the elevator is operated, the car 7 is
moved to the nearest floor located lower than the rescue order decision excluded floor, and then is landed thereon (step
S98). In a case where the car 7 has been landed on either the rescue target floor or the evacuation floor while the fire
sensor 40 within the elevator is operated, the car 7 is kept landed thereon without being moved (step S99). After that,
a door opening operation of the elevator entrance is carried out, and the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 is forcibly
released under door open status (step S100).
[0113] In such the fire emergency control operation system of elevators, the evacuation operation time is calculated
based upon the positional relationship between the elevator 4 and the fire sensors 40 and 41 which perform the fire
detecting operations; the evacuation operation schedule is decided as to each of the floors, for conveying the remaining
persons to the evacuation floor by way of the evacuation operation within the evacuation operation time based upon the
evacuation operation time, the fire occurrence floor, and the total remaining persons on the respective floors; and then
the evacuation operation schedule is displayed on the display unit 55. As a result, even after the fire sensor has performed
the fire detecting operation, the operating system can judge whether or not the operation of the elevator is permitted,
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and also, the remaining persons can be conveyed to the evacuation floor within the evacuation operation time during
which the elevator can be operated. Also, since the operation of the elevator is controlled based upon the information
of the evacuation operation schedule, the remaining persons within the building 1 can be rescued with efficiency. Further,
since the content of the evacuation operation schedule is displayed, the rescue scheme by the evacuation operation
can be notified also to the remaining persons within the building 1, so that it is possible to avoid a panic caused by the
remaining persons gathering on a specific floor, or at the emergency staircase 10 and the like.
[0114] Also, the evacuation operation of the elevator 4 can be switched between the train type operation mode for
moving the cars 7 in all of the elevator machines 17a to 17d all together, and the taxi type operation mode for moving
only the car 7 in the first elevator machine 17a corresponding to a portion of the elevator machines 17a to 17d. The
processing unit 54 is provided with the operation mode selecting means 56 for selecting one of the train type operation
mode and the taxi type operation mode based on a total number of remaining persons on each of the floors. As a result,
the evacuation operation can be carried out in response to a total number of remaining persons on each of the floors.
[0115] Also, the processing unit 54 is provided with : the rescue count calculating means 57 for calculating the rescue
count for each of the floors; the rescue order deciding means 58 for deciding the priority for each of the floors; the waiting
time calculating means 59 for calculating the waiting time in each of the floors; and the judging means 60 for judging
both the rescue target floor from which the remaining person is rescued, and the rescue prohibited floor in which the
rescue of the remaining person is prohibited. Since the evacuation operation schedule is decided in a manner that the
schedule contains the total number of the remaining persons, the rescue count, and the waiting time for the rescue target
floor, both the rescue target floor and the rescue prohibited floor (staircase evacuation target floor) can be recognized
before the evacuation operation is carried out and while the evacuation operation is performed. As a result, it is possible
to avoid such the panic caused by the remaining persons gathering on a specific floor, or at the emergency staircase
10 and the like.
[0116] Also, the evacuation operation in-car switch 35 is provided in each of the cars 7 for specifying any one of the
plural elevator machines as the instructed elevator machine, and in the train type operation mode, the elevator controller
39 controls the operations of all of the elevator machines based upon the manipulation of the operation button within
the car 7 in the instructed elevator machine, whereas in the taxi type operation mode, the elevator controller 39 controls
only the operation of a limited elevator machine (specific elevator machine) based upon the manipulation of the operation
button within the car 7 in the instructed elevator machine. As a result, it is possible to prevent the evacuation operation
from being mistakenly carried out by manipulation of the operation button by the remaining person unless the evacuation
operation in-car switch 35 is manipulated. Moreover, the evacuation operation can be carried out only by manipulating
the operation button in the instructed elevator machine, so that a total number of the driving operators can be reduced.
[0117] Also, due to manipulation of the door close button in the instructed elevator machine, the door closing operations
of the elevator entrances of other elevator machines other than the instructed elevator machine is performed. After the
door closing operations are completed, the door closing operation of the elevator entrance of the instructed elevator
machine is carried out. As a result, when the door closing operations of the elevator entrances of other elevator machines
are completed, the driving operator can check whether or not there are remaining persons who are delayed to get on,
for example, the cars 7 of other elevator machines, and thus, can more firmly rescue the remaining persons on the
rescue target floors to the evacuation floors.
[0118] Also, in a case where the car 7 is landed on the rescue target floor while the evacuation operation is carried
out, the door opening operations of the elevator entrances are carried out only when the door open button 33 provided
in the car 7 is manipulated. Therefore, after the evacuation guide by the driving operator has been prepared, the door
opening operation can be carried out, so that the remaining persons of the rescue target floor can be more firmly guided.
[0119] Also, the in-car display apparatus 36 for displaying the content of the evacuation operation schedule is provided
in each of the cars 7. As a result, the content of the evacuation operation schedule can be checked in the respective
cars 7, and thus, the remaining persons can be more effectively guided to the evacuation floor by the driving operator.
[0120] Also, only when the application of the evacuation operation is selected by manipulating the evacuation operation
control switch 52, the elevator controller 39 controls the operations of the elevators based upon the information of the
evacuation operation schedule. As a result, the elevator controller can judge whether or not the evacuation operation is
applied according to conditions within the building 1.
[0121] Also, the processing unit 54 obtains a total number of the remaining persons which have been conveyed to the
evacuation floor based upon the information from the elevator controller 39, and then, updates the evacuation operation
schedule based upon the calculated total number of the remaining persons. As a result, even after the evacuation
operation has been commenced, the processing unit 54 can grasp a total number of the remaining persons on each of
the floors.
[0122] Also, since the elevator hall speaker 42 for notifying the content of the evacuation operation schedule is provided
on each of the floors, the content of the evacuation operation schedule can be notified to the remaining persons in the
respective floors. As a result, it is possible to avoid the panic caused by the remaining persons gathering on a specific
floor, or at the emergency staircase 10 and the like.
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[0123] Also, in such the fire emergency control operation method of the elevators, the content of the evacuation
operation schedule is displayed on the display unit 55, and the content of the evacuation operation schedule is notified
to the respective floors. After that, the evacuation operation of the elevator is carried out based upon the information of
the evacuation operation schedule displayed on the display unit 55. As a result, before the evacuation operation in a
case where the fire occurred in the building 1 is carried out, the content of the evacuation operation schedule can be
notified to the remaining persons, so that it is possible to avoid that the remaining persons are brought into the panic.
As a result, the remaining persons within the building 1 can be effectively rescued.
[0124] Also, the evacuation operation schedule is decided as follows. The fire occurrence floor is defined as the rescue
order decision excluded floor, and in a case where a floor is present upper than the rescue order decision excluded
floor, the evacuation operation is sequentially carried out from a floor immediately above the fire adjacent to the rescue
order decision excluded floor along the upper direction to the upper floors, whereas in a case where a floor is present
only lower than the rescue order decision excluded floor, the evacuation operation is sequentially carried out from a floor
immediately above the fire adjacent to the rescue order decision excluded floor along the lower direction to the lower
floors. Therefore, an influence such as wind pressure caused by the fire can be reduced while the evacuation operation
is performed. As a result, the remaining persons within the building 1 can be more effectively rescued.
[0125] Also, in the above-mentioned example, the total number of the remaining persons grasped by the fire prevention
floor-supervisor is entered through the input unit 53 in the artificial operation. Alternatively, photographing apparatus for
photographing the remaining persons in the respective floors may be installed in the elevator halls 15 of the respective
floors, and then, a total number of the remaining persons which is obtained from images photographed by the respective
photographing apparatus may be entered to the processing unit 54. In other words, the photographing apparatus may
be employed as a remaining person count input means. In this case, the total numbers of the remaining persons in the
respective floors may be automatically inputted to the processing unit 54. As a result, the artificial error caused by the
fire prevention floor-supervisor can be avoided, and thus, the numbers of the remaining persons entered to the processing
unit 54 can be more correctly defined.
[0126] Further, while a total number of present persons on each of the floors has been previously registered from the
input unit 53 to the processing unit 54, and the registered number of the present persons is employed as a total number
of the remaining persons on the respective floors, an evacuation operation schedule may be decided by the processing
unit 54. As a result, for example, in a case of an office building which has a small number of visitors, the total number
of the remaining persons on each of the floors may be more correctly grasped.
[0127] Further, both positions and total number of remaining persons may be grasped using a GPS (Global Positioning
System) portable terminal and entered to the processing unit 54.

Second Embodiment

[0128] Fig. 16 is a block diagram for showing a fire emergency control operation system of an elevator according to
a second embodiment of the present invention. In the drawing, a present person management system 71, serving as a
remaining person input means which counts a total number of remaining persons in each of the floors, is provided in
the building 1. The present person management system 71 includes a personal identification transmitting apparatus
which is carried by a present person in the building 1, and a plurality of personal identification receiving apparatus
installed in the elevator halls 15 of the respective floors.
[0129] In the personal identification transmitting apparatus, personal identification information, such as destination
floors of present persons, and characteristic information (an able-bodied person, or a handicapped person), is previously
registered. As the personal identification transmitting apparatus, for example, a key equipped with a non-contact tag, a
card equipped with a non-contact tag, a portable telephone equipped with a non-contact tag, and the like may be used.
It should be noted that in this example, the present persons of the building 1 carry the personal identification transmitting
apparatus into which the personal identification information is previously registered. Also, in a case where visitors intend
to enter the building 1, the personal identification information is registered to the personal identification transmitting
apparatuses which are carried by the visitors when entering the building 1.
[0130] Each of the personal identification receiving apparatuses is designed to receive the personal identification
information from the personal identification transmitting apparatus. The present person management system 71 calcu-
lates a total number of remaining persons on each of the floors based upon the personal identification information
received by each of the personal identification receiving apparatus. The information of the total number of the remaining
persons on the respective floors is inputted to the processing unit 54 from the present person management system 71
in the serial communication manner. Other arrangements and operations are similar to those of the first embodiment.
[0131] With employment of the above-mentioned arrangement and operations, the total numbers of the remaining
persons on the respective floors can be automatically inputted to the processing unit 54 from the present person man-
agement system 71. Therefore, the artificial error caused by the fire prevention floor-supervisor can be avoided, and
thus, the numbers of the remaining persons entered to the processing unit 54 can be more correctly defined.
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[0132] It should also be noted that although only the fire occurrence floor is defined as the rescue order decision
excluded floor in the above-mentioned respective embodiments, either both the fire occurrence floor and the floor
immediately below the fire or both the fire occurrence floor and the floor immediately above the fire may be defined as
the rescue order decision excluded floor. Alternatively, the fire occurrence floor, the floor immediately above the fire,
and the floor immediately below the fire may be defined as the rescue order decision excluded floor. Also, since a fire
spreading speed from the fire occurrence floor to the upper floors is faster than that to the lower floors, the fire occurrence
floor, the floor immediately above the fire, and the floor adjoining the floor immediately above the fire along the upper
direction may be defined as the rescue order decision excluded floor. Even in the case, an adverse influence such as
wind pressure caused by the fire can be reduced while the evacuation operation is performed. As a result, the remaining
persons within the building 1 can be more effectively rescued.
[0133] Also, in the above-mentioned respective embodiments, in a case where there are floors located above the
rescue order decision excluded floor, the evacuation operation is sequentially carried out from the floor immediately
above the fire to the upper floors. Alternatively, the evacuation operation may be sequentially carried out from the
uppermost floor to the lower floors except for the rescue order decision excluded floor. Even in the case, an adverse
influence such as wind pressure caused by the fire can be reduced while the evacuation operation is performed. As a
result, the remaining persons within the building 1 can be more effectively rescued.
[0134] Also, in the case where there are floors located only below the rescue order decision excluded floor in the
above-mentioned respective embodiments, the evacuation operation is sequentially carried out from the floor adjoining
to the rescue order division excluded floor to the lower floors. Alternatively, the evacuation operation may be sequentially
carried out from the lowermost floor to the upper floors except for the rescue order decision excluded floor. Even if such
an alternative definition is employed, an adverse influence such as wind pressure caused by the fire while the evacuation
operation is performed can be reduced. As a consequence, the remaining persons within the building 1 can be more
effectively rescued.
[0135] Also, in the above-mentioned respective embodiments, the processing unit 54 is provided on the elevator
management board 47. Alternatively, the processing unit 54 may be mounted on either the elevator controller 47 or the
fire prevention management board 46. Even if such an alternative case is employed, the evacuation operation schedule
can be decided, and the evacuation operation of the elevator can be carried out when the fire breaks out.
[0136] Also, in the above-mentioned respective embodiments, in the evacuation operation of the taxi type operation
mode, only the cars 7 of one elevator machine are moved. Alternatively, the cars 7 of two or more sets of the elevator
machines may be moved. Further, in the respective embodiments, the evacuation operation can be switched between
the train type operation mode and the taxi type operation mode. Alternatively, only the evacuation operation of the train
type operation mode may be alternatively carried out. Even when such an alternative operation mode is employed, the
evacuation operation may be alternatively carried out in response to a total number of remaining persons in each of the
floors.
[0137] Also, in each of the above embodiments, the evacuation operation schedule is displayed on both the display
unit 55 of the elevator management board 47 and the in-car display apparatus 36 provided in each of the cars 7.
Alternatively, while an elevator hall display apparatus may be provided with the elevator hall 15 of each of the floors as
a display means, the evacuation operation schedule may be displayed on each of the elevator hall display apparatus.
In this alternative case, the respective elevator hall display apparatus is electrically connected to the elevator management
board 47, so that the content of the evacuation operation schedule outputted from the elevator controller 39 may be
displayed thereon.
[0138] Also, the content of the evacuation operation schedule may be displayed on a display screen of a portable
personal computer which is carried by a driving operator. In this alternative case, the information of the evacuation
operation schedule is transferred from the elevator management board 47 to the portable personal computer by wireless
communication.
[0139] Also, in each of the above embodiments, the evacuation operation control switch 52 is provided on the elevator
management board 47, and the evacuation operation control switch 52 is manually operated in order to select whether
or not the evacuation operation is applied. Alternatively, this selection as to whether or not the evacuation operation is
applied may be automatically carried out by the processing unit 54. In this alternative case, when the decision of the
evacuation schedule is completed and a rescue target floor is present in the content of the evacuation operation schedule,
the processing unit 54 judges that the evacuation operation is applied.
[0140] Also, in the above-mentioned respective embodiment, the instructed elevator machine is specified by manip-
ulating the evacuation operation in-car switch 35. Alternatively, the instructed elevator machine may be previously set
to the elevator controller 39. With this alternative setting, the instructed elevator machine can be automatically specified
when the evacuation operation is carried out, so the cumbersome operation by manipulating the evacuation operation
in-car switch 35 can be omitted.
[0141] Also, in each of the above embodiments, when the evacuation operation is carried out, the car call registering
operation to the rescue target floor is automatically carried out under control of the elevator controller 39 based upon
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the information as to the evacuation operation schedule. Alternatively, the car call registering operation may be carried
out by manipulating the destination floor button 32 provided in the car 7. Even in this alternative case, the driving operator
can perform the car call registering operation in accordance with the content of the evacuation operation schedule which
is displayed on the in-car display apparatus 36 and the display screen of the portable personal computer.
[0142] Also, in the above-mentioned respective embodiments, when the evacuation operation is carried out, the open-
ing/closing operations of the elevator entrances are carried out by manipulating both the door open button 33 and the
door close button 34. Alternatively, the opening/closing operations of the elevator entrances may be automatically carried
out under control of the elevator controller 39. In this alternative case, the operations of the elevator is controlled by the
elevator controller 39 in such a manner that when the car is landed on each of the floors, the door opening operations
of the elevator entrances may be automatically carried out, and the door closing operation is carried out after a prede-
termined time has passed since the door opening operation has been completed. As a result, the evacuation operation
of the elevator may be alternatively carried out in a full automatic manner.

Claims

1. A fire emergency control operation system for an elevator, comprising
a fire sensor (40, 41) installed in a building (1) having a plurality of floors, for detecting a fire,
evacuation time calculating means (50) for acquiring a positional relationship between the elevator (4) and the fire
sensor (40, 41), which performs the fire detecting operation, based upon information from the fire sensor (40, 41)
to calculate an evacuation operation time based upon the obtained positional relationship;
fire occurrence floor specifying means (49) for specifying a fire occurrence floor based upon the information from
the fire sensor (40, 41);
remaining person count input means (53) for inputting a number of remaining persons in correspondence with each
of the floors;
schedule deciding means (54) for deciding an evacuation operation schedule for the respective floors when the
remaining persons are conveyed to an evacuation floor based upon the information from the evacuation time cal-
culating means (50), the fire occurrence floor specifying means (49), and the remaining person count input means
(53);
display means (36, 55) for displaying thereon a content of the evacuation operation schedule; and
elevator control means (39) for controlling the operation of the elevator (4) based upon the information of the
evacuation operation schedule.

2. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to claim 1, characterized in that:

the elevator (4) comprises a plurality of elevator machines (17a - 17d) including cars (7) which can be moved
within the building (1) ;
the evacuation operation can be switched between a train type operation mode by which the cars (7) in all the
elevator machines (17a - 17d) are moved together, and a taxi type operation mode by which only the cars (7)
in a part of the elevator machines (17a - 17d); and
the schedule deciding means (54) comprises operation mode selecting means (56) for selecting the train type
operation mode and the taxi type operation mode based upon the number of the remaining persons in each of
the floors.

3. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to claim 2, characterized in that:

the schedule deciding means (54) further comprises:

rescue count calculating means (57) for calculating a number of rescues at which the car (7) is landed on
each of the floors based upon the information from the operation mode selecting means (56) and the number
of the remaining persons on each of the floors;
rescue order deciding means (58) for deciding a priority as to each of the floors based upon the information
from the fire occurrence floor specifying means (49);
waiting time calculating means (59) for calculating a waiting time in each of the floors based upon the
information from the rescue count calculating means (57) and the rescue order deciding means (58); and
judging means (60) for comparing the evacuation operation times with the waiting time sequentially from
the respective floors having higher orders based upon the information from the evacuation time calculating
means (50), the rescue order deciding means (58), and the waiting time calculating means (59) to determine
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the rescue target floor from which the remaining persons are rescued, and a rescue prohibited floor from
which rescuing of the remaining persons is prohibited for each of the floors; and

the schedule deciding means (54) decides the evacuation operation schedule in such a manner that at least
the number of the remaining persons, the rescue count, and the waiting time as to the rescue target floor are
included in the evacuation operation schedule.

4. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to claim 2 or 3, characterized in that:

an evacuation operation in-car switch (35), for specifying any one of the elevator machines (17a - 17d) as an
instructed elevator machine is provided in each of the cars (7); and
the elevator control means (39) controls the operations of all the elevator machines (17a - 17d) based upon a
manipulation of an operation button (33, 34) used in the car (7) in the instructed elevator machine in a case of
the train type operation mode, whereas the elevator control means (39) controls only the operations of the part
of the elevator machines (17a-17d) including the instructed elevator machine based upon a manipulation of an
operation button (33, 34) used in the car (7) in the instructed elevator machine in a case of the taxi type operation
mode.

5. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to claim 4, characterized in that in the case
of the train type operation mode, the elevator control means (39) controls the operations of the elevators (4) in such
a manner that based upon the manipulation of the operation button (33, 34) in the instructed elevator machine, the
elevator control means (39) performs door closing operations of elevator entrances of the elevator machines (17a
- 17b) other than the instructed elevator machine, and after the door closing operations are completed, the door
closing operation of the elevator entrance of the instructed elevator machine is carried out.

6. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to any one of claims 1 to 5, characterized
in that the elevator control means (39) controls the operations of the elevators (4) in such a manner that when the
car (7) is landed on the floor, a door opening operation of the elevator entrance is carried out only in a case where
the operation button (33, 34) provided in the car (7) is manipulated.

7. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to any one of claims 1 to 6, characterized
in that the display means includes an in-car display apparatus (36) provided in the car (7) of the elevator (4).

8. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to any one of claims 1 to 7, characterized
in that the fire emergency control operation system further comprises an evacuation operation control switch (52)
for selecting whether or not the evacuation operation is applied, and
in that the elevator control means (39) controls the operations of the elevators (4) based upon the information of
the evacuation operation schedule only when the application of the evacuation operation is selected by manipulating
the evacuation operation control switch (52).

9. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to any one of claims 1 to 8, characterized
in that:

the elevator (4) includes a scaling apparatus (29) for detecting a weight in the car (7);
the elevator control means (39) transfers information of the weight detected by the scaling apparatus (29) to
the schedule deciding means (54); and
the schedule deciding means (54) calculates a total number of the remaining persons conveyed to the evacuation
floor based upon the information from the elevator control means (39), and updates the evacuation operation
schedule based upon the calculated total number of the remaining persons.

10. The fire emergency control operation system for an elevator according to any one of claims 1 to 9, characterized
in that an elevator hall notification apparatus (42) for notifying the content of the evacuation operation schedule is
provided on each of the floors.

11. A fire emergency control operation method for an elevator by which when a fire sensor (40, 41) installed in a building
(1) having a plurality of floors detects a fire, remaining persons within the building (1) are conveyed to an evacuation
floor through an
evacuation operation of the elevator (4) provided in the building (1), comprising the steps of:
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acquiring a positional relationship between the elevator (4) and the fire sensor (40, 41), which performs the fire
detecting operation, based upon information from the fire sensor (40, 41) and calculating an evacuation operation
time based upon the obtained positional relationship;
deciding an evacuation operation schedule when the evacuation operation is carried out based upon the infor-
mation including the evacuation time;
displaying a content of the evacuation operation schedule on display means (36, 55);
notifying the content of the evacuation operation schedule to the respective floors before the evacuation operation
is carried out; and
performing the evacuation operation of the elevator based upon the evacuation operation schedule displayed
on the display means (36, 55) after the content of the evacuation operation schedule is notified to the respective
floors.

12. The fire emergency control operation method for the elevator according to claim 11, characterized in that when a
fire occurrence floor specified based upon the information from the fire sensor (40, 41) is defined as a rescue order
decision excluded floor, in a case where the floors are present above the rescue order decision excluded floor, the
evacuation operation schedule performs the evacuation operation sequentially from a floor immediately above the
fire which is adjacent to the fire occurrence floor to upper floors, whereas in a case where the floors are present
only below the rescue order decision excluded floor, the evacuation operation schedule performs the evacuation
operation sequentially from a floor immediately below the fire occurrence floor to the lower floors.

13. The fire emergency control operation method for the elevator according to claim 11, characterized in that when a
fire occurrence floor specified based upon the information from the fire sensor (40, 41) is defined as a rescue order
decision excluded floor, in a case where the floors are present above the rescue order decision excluded floor, the
evacuation operation schedule performs the evacuation operation sequentially from an uppermost floor to lower
floors except the rescue order decision excluded floor, whereas in a case where the floors are present only below
the rescue order decision excluded floor, the evacuation operation schedule performs the evacuation operation
sequentially from a floor immediately below the fire occurrence floor to the lower floors.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug, umfassend
einen Brandsensor (40, 41), installiert in einem Gebäude (1) mit einer Vielzahl von Stockwerken, zum Detektieren
eines Brands,
ein Evakuierungszeit-Berechnungsmittel (50) zum Erfassen einer Positionsbeziehung zwischen dem Aufzug (4)
und dem Brandsensor (40, 41), welcher die Branddetektionsoperation ausführt, basierend auf einer Information von
dem Brandsensor (40, 41) zum Berechnen einer Evakuierungsoperationszeit basierend auf der erhaltenen Positi-
onsbeziehung;
ein Brandauftrittsstockwerk-Bestimmungsmittel (49) zum Bestimmen eines Brandauftrittsstockwerks basierend auf
der Information von dem Brandsensor (40, 41);
ein verbleibende-Person-Anzahl-Eingabemittel (53) zum Eingeben einer Anzahl von verbleibenden Personen ent-
sprechend jedem Stockwerk;
ein Planungsbestimmungsmittel (54) zum Bestimmen eines Evakuierungsoperationsplans für die jeweiligen Stock-
werke, wenn die verbleibenden Personen zu einem Evakuierungsstockwerk befördert werden, basierend auf der
Information von dem Evakuierungszeit-Berechnungsmittel (50), dem Brandauftrittsstockwerk-Bestimmungsmittel
(49) und dem verbleibende-Person-Anzahl-Eingabemittel (53);
ein Anzeigemittel (36, 55) zum Anzeigen darauf eines Inhalts des Evakuierungsoperationsplans; und
ein Aufzugssteuermittel (39) zum Steuern der Operation des Aufzugs (4) basierend auf der Information des Eva-
kuierungsoperationsplans.

2. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

der Aufzug (4) eine Vielzahl von Kabinen (7) umfassenden Aufzugmaschinen (17a-17d), welche innerhalb des
Gebäudes (1) bewegt werden können, umfasst;
wobei die Evakuierungsoperation zwischen einem zugartigen Operationsmodus, bei welchem die Kabinen (7)
in allen Aufzugmaschinen (17a-17d) zusammen bewegt werden, und einem taxiartigen Operationsmodus ge-
wechselt werden kann, bei welchem lediglich die Kabinen (7) in einem Teil der Aufzugmaschinen (17a-17d); und
das Planungsbestimmungsmittel (54) ein Operationsmodus Auswahlmittel (56) zum Auswählen des zugartigen
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Operationsmodus und des taxiartigen Operationsmodus basierend auf der Anzahl der verbleibenden Personen
auf jedem der Stockwerke umfasst.

3. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

das Planbestimmungsmittel (54) weiter umfasst:

Rettungsanzahl-Berechnungsmittel (57) zum Berechnen einer Anzahl von Rettungen, bei welchen die Ka-
bine (7) bei jedem der Stockwerke anhält, basierend auf der Information von dem Operationsmodus-Aus-
wahlmittel (56) und der Anzahl der verbleibenden Personen auf jedem der Stockwerke;

ein Rettungsreihenfolge-Bestimmungsmittel (58) zum Bestimmen einer Priorität bezüglich jedes der Stockwerke
basierend auf der Information von dem Brandauftrittsstockwerk-Bestimmungsmittel (49);
ein Wartezeit-Berechnungsmittel (59) zum Berechnen einer Wartezeit bei jedem der Stockwerke basierend auf
der Information von dem Rettungsanzahl-Berechnungsmittel (57) und dem Rettungsreihenfolge-Bestimmungs-
mittel (58); und
ein Bestimmungsmittel (60) zum sequenziellen Vergleichen der Evakuierungsoperationszeiten mit den Warte-
zeiten von den jeweiligen Stockwerken mit einer höheren Rangfolge basierend auf der Information von dem
Evakuierungszeit-Berechnungsmittel (50), dem Rettungsreihenfolge-Bestimmungsmittel (58) und dem Warte-
zeit-Berechnungsmittel (59) zum Bestimmen des Rettungszielstockwerks, von welchem die verbleibenden Per-
sonen gerettet werden, und eines Rettungsverbotsstockwerks, von welchem ein Retten der verbleibenden
Personen nicht zugelassen ist, für jedes der Stockwerke; und
das Planungsbestimmungsmittel (54) den Evakuierungsoperationsplan derart bestimmt, dass zumindest die
Anzahl der verbleibenden Personen, die Rettungsanzahl und die Wartezeit bezüglich dem Rettungszielstock-
werk in dem Evakuierungsoperationsplan umfasst sind.

4. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß Anspruch 2 oder 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

ein Evakuierungsoperation-On-Board-Kabinen-Schalter (35) zum Bestimmen einer beliebigen der Aufzugma-
schinen (17a-17d) als eine angewiesene Aufzugmaschine in jeder der Kabinen (7) vorgesehen ist; und
das Aufzugssteuermittel (39) die Operationen aller Aufzugsmaschinen (17a-17d) basierend auf einer Bedienung
einer in der Kabine (7) bei der angewiesenen Aufzugsmaschine verwendeten Bedientaste (33, 34) für den Fall
des zugartigen Operationsmodus steuert, wohingegen das Aufzugssteuermittel (39) nur die Operationen des
Teils der die angewiesene Aufzugsmaschine umfassenden Aufzugsmaschinen (17a-17d) basierend auf einer
Bedienung einer in der Kabine (7) in der angewiesenen Aufzugsmaschine verwendeten Bedientaste (33, 34)
für den Fall des taxiartigen Operationsmodus steuert.

5. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass bei dem
zugartigen Operationsmodus das Aufzugssteuermittel (39) die Operationen der Aufzüge (4) derart steuert, dass
basierend auf der Bedienung der Bedientaste (33, 34) in der angewiesenen Aufzugsmaschine, das Aufzugssteu-
ermittel (39) Türschließoperationen von Aufzugszugängen der Aufzugsmaschinen (17a-17b) außer der angewie-
senen Aufzugsmaschine ausführt, und, nachdem die Türschließoperationen abgeschlossen sind, die Türschließo-
peration des Aufzugszugangs der angewiesenen Aufzugsmaschine ausgeführt wird.

6. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass das Aufzugssteuermittel (39) die Operationen der Aufzüge (4) derart steuert, dass, wenn die Kabine (7)
an dem Stockwerk ankommt, eine Türöffnungsoperation des Aufzugszugangs nur ausgeführt wird, falls die in der
Kabine (7) vorgesehene Bedientaste (33, 34) bedient wird.

7. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass das Anzeigemittel eine in der Kabine (7) des Aufzugs (4) vorgesehene On-Board-Kabinen-Anzeigevor-
richtung (36) umfasst.

8. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass das Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem weiter einen Evakuierungsoperationssteuerschalter (52) zum
Auswählen, ob die Evakuierungsoperation ausgeführt wird oder nicht, umfasst und
darin, dass das Aufzugssteuermittel (39) die Operationen der Aufzüge (4) basierend auf der Information des Eva-
kuierungsoperationsplans nur steuert, wenn die Anwendung der Evakuierungsoperation durch Bedienen des
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Evakuierungsoperationssteuerschalters (52) ausgewählt ist.

9. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass:

der Aufzug (4) eine Wiegevorrichtung (29) zum Detektieren eines Gewichts in der Kabine (7) umfasst;
das Aufzugssteuermittel (39) eine Information über das durch die Wiegevorrichtung (29) detektierte Gewicht
an das Planungsbestimmungsmittel (54) überträgt; und
das Planungsbestimmungsmittel (54) eine Gesamtanzahl der verbleibenden zu dem Evakuierungsstockwerk
zu befördernden Personen basierend auf der Information von dem Aufzugssteuermittel (39) berechnet und den
Evakuierungsoperationsplan basierend auf der berechneten Gesamtanzahl der verbleibenden Personen aktu-
alisiert

10. Brandnotfallsteueroperationssystem für einen Aufzug gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass eine Aufzugsvorhallen-Benachrichtigungsvorrichtung (42) zum Benachrichtigen über den Inhalt des Eva-
kuierungsoperationsplans auf jedem der Stockwerke vorgesehen ist.

11. Ein Brandnotfallsteueroperationsverfahren für einen Aufzug, bei welchem, wenn ein in einem Gebäude (1) mit einer
Vielzahl von Stockwerken installierter Brandsensor (40, 41) einen Brand detektiert, verbleibende Personen innerhalb
des Gebäudes (1) zu einem Evakuierungsstockwerk befördert werden, durch eine Evakuierungsoperation des in
dem Gebäude (1) vorgesehenen Aufzugs (4), umfassend die Schritte:

Erfassen einer Positionsbeziehung zwischen dem Aufzug (4) und dem Brandsensor (40, 41), welcher die Brand-
detektionsoperation ausführt, basierend auf einer Information von dem Brandsensor (40, 41) und Berechnen
einer Evakuierungsoperationzeit basierend auf der erhaltenen Positionsbeziehung;
Bestimmen eines Evakuierungsoperationsplans, wenn die Evakuierungsoperation ausgeführt wird, basierend
auf der die Evakuierungszeit umfassenden Information;
Anzeigen eines Inhalts des Evakuierungsoperationsplans auf einem Anzeigemittel (36, 55);
Benachrichtigen über den Inhalt des Evakuierungsoperationsplans der jeweiligen Stockwerke, bevor die Eva-
kuierungsoperation ausgeführt wird; und
Ausführen der Evakuierungsoperation des Aufzugs basierend auf dem auf dem Anzeigemittel (36, 55) ange-
zeigten Evakuierungsoperationsplans, nachdem der Inhalt des Evakuierungsoperationsplans den jeweiligen
Stockwerken gemeldet ist.

12. Brandnotfallsteueroperationsverfahren für den Aufzug gemäß Anspruch 11, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass, wenn
ein basierend auf der Information von dem Brandsensor (40, 41) bestimmtes Brandauftrittsstockwerk als ein Ret-
tungsReihenfolge-Bestimmungs-Ausschluss-Stockwerk bestimmt ist, falls Stockwerke oberhalb des Rettungs-Rei-
henfolge-Bestimmungs-Ausschluss-Stockwerks vorhanden sind, der Evakuierungsoperationsplan die Evakuie-
rungsoperation sequenziell von einem Stockwerk unmittelbar oberhalb des Brands, welches zu dem Brandauftritts-
stockwerk benachbart ist, zu oberen Stockwerken ausführt, wohingegen, falls Stockwerke nur unterhalb des Ret-
tungs-Reihenfolge-Bestimmungs-Ausschluss-Stockwerks vorhanden sind, der Evakuierungsoperationsplan die
Evakuierungsoperation sequenziell von einem Stockwerk unmittelbar unterhalb des Brandauftrittsstockwerks zu
den unteren Stockwerken ausführt.

13. Brandnotfallsteueroperationsverfahren für den Aufzug gemäß Anspruch 11, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass, wenn
ein basierend auf der Information von dem Brandsensor (40, 41) bestimmtes Brandauftrittsstockwerk als ein Ret-
tungsReihenfolge-Bestimmungs-Ausschluss-Stockwerk bestimmt ist, falls Stockwerke oberhalb des Rettungs-Rei-
henfolge-Bestimmungs-Ausschluss-Stockwerk vorhanden sind, der Evakuierungsoperationsplan die Evakuierungs-
operation sequenziell von einem obersten Stockwerk zu unteren Stockwerken mit Ausnahme des Rettungs-Rei-
henfolge-Bestimmungs-Ausschluss-Stockwerks ausführt, wohingegen, falls Stockwerke nur unterhalb des Ret-
tungs-Reihenfolge-Bestimmungs-Ausschluss-Stockwerks vorhanden sind, der Evakuierungsoperationsplan die
Evakuierungsoperation sequenziell von einem Stockwerk unmittelbar unterhalb des Brandauftrittsstockwerks zu
den unteren Stockwerken ausführt.

Revendications

1. Système de commande d’opération d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur, comprenant
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un détecteur d’incendie (40, 41) installé dans un bâtiment (1) présentant une pluralité d’étages, pour détecter un
incendie,
un moyen de calcul de temps d’évacuation (50) pour acquérir une relation positionnelle entre l’ascenseur (4) et le
détecteur d’incendie (40, 41), qui réalise l’opération de détection d’incendie, sur la base d’une information provenant
du détecteur d’incendie (40, 41) pour calculer un temps d’opération d’évacuation sur la base de la relation position-
nelle obtenue ;
un moyen de spécification d’étage de survenue d’incendie (49) pour spécifier un étage de survenue d’incendie sur
la base des informations provenant du détecteur d’incendie (40, 41) ;
un moyen de saisie de décompte de personnes restantes (53) pour saisir un nombre de personnes restantes
correspondant à chacun des étages ;
un moyen de décision de plan (54) pour décider d’un plan d’opération d’évacuation pour les étages respectifs quand
les personnes restantes sont transportées à un étage d’évacuation sur la base des informations provenant du moyen
de calcul de temps d’évacuation (50), du moyen de spécification d’étage de survenue d’incendie (49), et du moyen
de saisie de décompte de personnes restantes (53) ;
un moyen d’affichage (36, 55) pour afficher sur celui-ci un contenu du plan d’opération d’évacuation ; et
un moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39) pour commander l’opération de l’ascenseur (4) sur la base des informa-
tions du plan d’opération d’évacuation.

2. Système de commande d’opération d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon la revendication 1, ca-
ractérisé en ce que :

l’ascenseur (4) comprend une pluralité de machines d’ascenseur (17a - 17d) comprenant des cabines (7) qui
peuvent être déplacées à l’intérieur du bâtiment (1) ;
l’opération d’évacuation peut être commutée entre un mode d’opération de type train, dans lequel les cabines
(7) dans toutes les machines d’ascenseur (17a - 17d) sont déplacées ensemble, et un mode d’opération de
type taxi, dans lequel seules les cabines (7) dans une partie des machines d’ascenseur (17a - 17d) le sont; et
le moyen de décision de plan (54) comprend un moyen de sélection de mode d’opération (56) pour sélectionner
le mode d’opération de type train et le mode d’opération de type taxi sur la base du nombre des personnes
restantes à chacun des étages.

3. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon la revendication 2, ca-
ractérisé en ce que :

le moyen de décision de plan (54) comprend en outre :

un moyen de calcul de décompte de sauvetages (57) pour calculer un nombre de sauvetages au niveau
duquel la cabine (7) arrive à chacun des étages sur la base des informations provenant du moyen de
sélection de mode d’opération (56) et du nombre des personnes restantes à chacun des étages ;
un moyen de décision d’ordre de sauvetage (58) pour décider d’une priorité pour chacun des étages sur
la base des informations provenant du moyen de spécification d’étage de survenue d’incendie (49) ;
un moyen de calcul de temps d’attente (59) pour calculer un temps d’attente à chacun des étages sur la
base des informations provenant du moyen de calcul de décompte de sauvetages (57) et du moyen de
décision d’ordre de sauvetage (58) ; et
un moyen d’évaluation (60) pour comparer les temps d’opération d’évacuation au temps d’attente de manière
séquentielle à partir des étages respectifs de rangs supérieurs sur la base des informations provenant du
moyen de calcul de temps d’évacuation (50), du moyen de décision d’ordre de sauvetage (58), et du moyen
de calcul de temps d’attente (59) pour déterminer l’étage cible de sauvetage à partir duquel les personnes
restantes sont sauvées, et un étage d’interdiction de sauvetage à partir duquel sauvetage des personnes
restantes est interdit pour chacun des étages ; et

le moyen de décision de plan (54) décide du plan d’opération d’évacuation de telle manière qu’au moins le
nombre des personnes restantes, le décompte de sauvetages et le temps d’attente pour l’étage cible de sau-
vetage sont compris dans le plan d’opération d’évacuation.

4. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon la revendication 2 ou 3,
caractérisé en ce que :

un commutateur embarqué d’opération d’évacuation (35), pour spécifier une quelconque des machines d’as-
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censeur (17a - 17d) comme une machine d’ascenseur indiquée, est fourni pour chacune des cabines (7) ; et
le moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39) commande les opérations de toutes les machines d’ascenseur (17a
- 17d) sur la base d’une manipulation d’un bouton d’opération (33, 34) utilisé dans la cabine (7) dans la machine
d’ascenseur indiquée dans un cas du mode d’opération de type train, tandis que le moyen de commande
d’ascenseur (39) commande seulement les opérations de la partie des machines d’ascenseur (17a - 17d)
comprenant la machine d’ascenseur indiquée sur la base d’une manipulation d’un bouton d’opération (33, 34)
utilisé dans la cabine (7) de la machine d’ascenseur indiquée dans un cas du mode d’opération de type taxi.

5. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon la revendication 4, ca-
ractérisé en ce que dans le cas du mode d’opération de type train, le moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39)
commande les opérations des ascenseurs (4) de telle manière que sur la base de la manipulation du bouton
d’opération (33, 34) dans la machine d’ascenseur indiquée, le moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39) réalise des
opérations de fermeture de porte d’entrées d’ascenseur des machines d’ascenseur (17a- 17b) autres que la machine
d’ascenseur indiquée, et
après que les opérations de fermeture de porte sont terminées, l’opération de fermeture de porte de l’entrée d’as-
censeur de la machine d’ascenseur indiquée est effectuée.

6. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce que le moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39) commande les opérations
des ascenseurs (4) de telle manière que quand la cabine (7) arrive à l’étage, une opération d’ouverture de porte de
l’entrée d’ascenseur est effectuée seulement dans un cas où le bouton d’opération (33, 34) fourni dans la cabine
(7) est manipulé.

7. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 6, caractérisé en ce que le moyen d’affichage comprend un appareil d’affichage embarqué (36)
fourni dans la cabine (7) de l’ascenseur (4).

8. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 7, caractérisé en ce que le système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie
comprend en outre un commutateur d’opération de commande d’évacuation (52) pour sélectionner si l’opération
d’évacuation est appliquée ou non, et
en ce que le moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39) commande les opérations des ascenseurs (4) sur la base des
informations du plan d’opération d’évacuation seulement quand l’application de l’opération d’évacuation est sélec-
tionnée en manipulant le commutateur de commande d’opération d’évacuation (52).

9. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 8, caractérisé en ce que :

l’ascenseur (4) comprend un appareil de pesée (29) pour détecter un poids dans la cabine (7) ;
le moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39) transfère des informations du poids détecté par l’appareil de pesée
(29) au moyen de décision de plan (54) ; et
le moyen de décision de plan (54) calcule un nombre total des personnes restantes transportées à l’étage
d’évacuation sur la base des informations provenant du moyen de commande d’ascenseur (39), et met à jour
le plan d’opération d’évacuation sur la base du nombre total calculé des personnes restantes.

10. Système d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 9, caractérisé en ce qu’un appareil de notification de hall d’ascenseur (42) pour notifier le
contenu du plan d’opération d’évacuation est fourni à chacun des étages.

11. Procédé d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur par lequel quand un détecteur
d’incendie (40, 41) installé dans un bâtiment (1) présentant une pluralité d’étages détecte un incendie, des personnes
restantes à l’intérieur du bâtiment (1) sont transportées à un étage d’évacuation par l’intermédiaire d’une opération
d’évacuation de l’ascenseur (4) fourni dans le bâtiment (1), comprenant les étapes consistant à :

acquérir une relation positionnelle entre l’ascenseur (4) et le détecteur d’incendie (40, 41), qui réalise l’opération
de détection d’incendie, sur la base d’informations provenant du détecteur d’incendie (40, 41) et calculer un
temps d’opération d’évacuation sur la base de la relation positionnelle obtenue ;
décider un plan d’opération d’évacuation quand l’opération d’évacuation est effectuée sur la base des informa-
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tions comprenant le temps d’évacuation ;
afficher un contenu du plan d’opération d’évacuation sur le moyen d’affichage (36, 55);
notifier le contenu du plan d’opération d’évacuation aux étages respectifs avant que l’opération d’évacuation
ne soit effectuée ; et
réaliser l’opération d’évacuation de l’ascenseur sur la base du plan d’opération d’évacuation affiché sur le moyen
d’affichage (36, 55) après que le contenu du plan d’opération d’évacuation soit notifié aux étages respectifs.

12. Procédé d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour un ascenseur selon la revendication 11,
caractérisé en ce que quand un étage de survenue d’incendie spécifié sur la base des informations provenant du
détecteur d’incendie (40, 41) est défini comme un étage exclu de la décision d’ordre de sauvetage, dans un cas où
les étages sont présents au-dessus de l’étage exclu de la décision d’ordre de sauvetage, le plan d’opération d’éva-
cuation réalise l’opération d’évacuation de manière séquentielle depuis un étage situé immédiatement au-dessus
de l’incendie qui est adjacent à l’étage de survenue d’incendie vers des étages supérieurs, tandis que dans un cas
où les étages sont présents seulement sous l’étage exclu de la décision d’ordre de sauvetage, le plan d’opération
d’évacuation réalise l’opération d’évacuation de manière séquentielle depuis un étage situé immédiatement sous
l’étage de survenue d’incendie vers les étages inférieurs.

13. Procédé d’opération de commande d’urgence en cas d’incendie pour l’ascenseur selon la revendication 11, carac-
térisé en ce que quand un étage de survenue d’incendie spécifié sur la base des informations provenant du détecteur
d’incendie (40, 41) est défini comme un étage exclu de la décision d’ordre de sauvetage, dans un cas où les étages
sont présents au-dessus de l’étage exclu de la décision d’ordre de sauvetage, le plan d’opération d’évacuation
réalise l’opération d’évacuation de manière séquentielle depuis un étage le plus haut vers des étages inférieurs à
l’exception de l’étage exclu de la décision d’ordre de sauvetage, tandis que dans un cas où les étages sont présents
seulement sous l’étage exclu de la décision d’ordre de sauvetage, le plan d’opération d’évacuation réalise l’opération
d’évacuation de manière séquentielle depuis un étage Immédiatement sous l’étage de survenue d’incendie vers
les étages inférieurs.
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